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Arts & Entertainment - October 21, 2016

Sister sojourners
Dragon's 'On the Verge (or the Geography of Yearning)' is an atemporal adventure
by Karla Kane
In previous reviews, I've mentioned Dragon
Productions Theatre Company's (and my own)
inclination toward stories that involve some element
of time travel. Perhaps none better exemplify this
than its current production, Eric Overmyer's surreal
"On the Verge (or the Geography of Yearning),"
which is full of (to quote one character) mindbending
"chronokinesis."
The play, which premiered in 1985, revolves around
the adventures of three intrepid Victorian-lady
explorers. At show's start, the trio has joined forces
(and left all porters, sherpas and other assistants
behind) to undertake an exploration of the
mysterious, uncharted "Terra Incognita." Stalwart
Mary (Doll Piccotto), the elder and leader of the
group, is a Boston anthropologist especially experienced in African travel and prone to anecdotes about
cultural rites and behaviors. She's joined by Fanny Cranberry (Dragon's founder and executive artistic
director, Meredith Hagedorn), the most politically and socially conservative of the three. The only married
woman on the expedition (hubby Grover stays at home), Fanny writes about her explorations for the
tabloids and illustrates a series of generic postcards to send from Terra Incognita back to Terre Haute.
Rounding out the group is Alexandra (Maria Giere Marquis). The youngest of the crew, Alex is full of
youthful exuberance and an appreciation for new-fangled technology (Kodak cameras) and ideas (women
wearing trousers). She's also a linguist, obsessed with wordplay and rhymes (to the irritation of the others
at times), and started her explorer career in the Himalayas, amongst magical monks and abominable
snowmen. While they get on each other's nerves by trying to one-up one another with adventure tales,
they also form a tight bond as sisters-in-travel.
The ladies set out on their journey (beginning with a memorable scene of them packing up) and traverse
beach, dense jungle and snowy mountains. Soon, though, they (and we) begin to get the sense that Terra
Incognita is unlike any place they've encountered before. They meet odd and unsettling characters, find
artifacts — Richard Nixon photos, cream cheese — that won't be invented until well after 1888, and find
themselves suddenly using (or "osmosing") terms their 19th-century selves should have no way of
knowing. And what's up with those enigmatic eggbeaters? It becomes apparent that the women's location
is not merely a question of where but, more importantly, when.
Progressive Alex embraces the future wholeheartedly; ethnographically-minded Mary is intrigued by it;
Fanny fears it. They eventually wind up in 1955, where Alex finds herself right at home, Fanny surprisingly
finds herself in love with a smooth-talking nightclub owner and Mary finds that her wanderlust is leading
her even further into the future.
The concept, story, characters and actors are all appealing, as is much of Overmyer's smart script.
However, at 2 1/2 hours, it's overlong, and by play's end, I was hoping for a bit less rambling and a bit
more in terms of resolution and explanation as to the point of it all. Is it metaphorical or literal? And why
the special emphasis on 1955? Must be the same zeitgeist responsible for "Back to the Future," that other
well-known time-travel tale from 1985. On the whole, though, "On the Verge" is an enjoyable, unusual
adventure, and the Dragon team does splendidly with the material.
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All three women do a terrific job of bringing their characters to life. Piccotto, an experienced
Shakespearean actor, imbues Mary's lines with poetic cadence worthy of the Bard and one can't help but
admire her blustery, unsinkable spirit. Giere Marquis' Alex is a perfect mix of sass and sweetness, naivety
and smarts. And Hagedorn's Fanny, though at first the least interesting of the three, has plenty of
endearing and interesting moments. Special mention must go to the fourth cast member, Tom Gough, a
master of playing multiple, scene-stealing small roles. In "On the Verge," he appears as, among others, a
German-accented cannibal, a fortune telling dragon lady, a beatnik/greaser bridge troll who speaks in
rhyme and even a baby yeti (yes, really). Part of the fun of watching the show is wonderding in what
incarnation he will next appear.
Direction by Karen Altree Piemme keeps the action briskly moving along with well-crafted bits of
choreography as the women pantomime hacking their way through the jungle, climbing mountains with
rope and bursting into spontaneous dancing (although the theater's configuration means that audience
members in some seats will not be able to fully view that baby yeti cameo). The set, lighting and sound
design, by Jesse Ploog, William Campbell and Brittany Mellerson, respectively, is simple but effective, with
moments of genuine delight, such as a bursts of twinkling starlight and sounds of wildlife. Costumes, by
Natalie Barshow, look lovely. And while the use of props isn't always crucial to a production, in this case,
the astounding array of trinkets and tools hidden around the stage and used by the characters means the
well-done prop design and placement (thanks again to Ploog) is much appreciated.
Dragon's 2017 main-stage series will have the theme "Women Take Center Stage," in keeping with the
largely women-run theater company's vision. While that series doesn't begin until January, the skillful
direction and acting by the women of "On the Verge," make for a great preview of things to come.
What: "On the Verge (or the Geography of Yearning)"
Where: Dragon Theatre, 2120 Broadway St., Redwood City
When: Through Nov. 6, Thursdays-Saturdays at 8 p.m.; Sundays at 2 p.m.
Cost: $30 general, $25 students/seniors
Info: Go to dragonproductions.net
Arts & Entertainment Editor Karla Kane can be emailed at kkane@paweekly.com
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